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TWS Edifier NeoBuds Pro 2 headphones, ANC (black)
Edifier NeoBuds Pro 2 are high-quality headphones with premium sound - they are Hi-Res Audio certified for devices that provide sound
better than a CD. Thanks to capacious batteries, you can enjoy music for 4 hours on a single charge, and with the help of a charging case
-  for  another  12  hours.  Equipped  with  a  total  of  8  microphones  with  ambient  noise  cancellation  (ENC),  you  can  talk  freely  without
worrying about constant repetition. The included 7 pairs of rubber bands in different sizes will ensure that the headphones sit securely in
your ears. What's more, the wearing detection feature makes the headphones automatically pause and resume playback so you don't
miss  your  favorite  moment  in  a  song.  Surround  sound  will  provide  an  extraordinary  listening  experience.  Do  you  like  to  play  games?
That's a good thing, because Gaming Mode offers seamless synchronization of audio and video to make victories come even easier. And
Ambient Aware mode will let you listen to music and stay in touch with your surroundings at the same time, so you can safely go for a
run or wait at the train station or airport without worrying about missing important messages. Sound good? And that's just part of the
features!
 
Edifier's wideband multi-channel ANC
ANC is an acronym for Active Noise Cancelling, which ensures that you don't hear background noise. This allows you to immerse yourself
in  music  or  a  TV  series  while  sitting  on  a  train,  waiting  in  line  or  walking  through  the  city  center.  The  NeoBuds  Pro  2  have  recently
patented technology that ensures even better capture of unwanted sounds.
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Long runtime and wearing detection
4 hours on a single charge extended by another 12 hours with the charging case is the result the NeoBuds Pro 2 headphones get with
ANC on, while when the feature is off, you can listen to music for 5.5h extended by 16.5h. Still have an hour of travel left and you're only
halfway  through a  movie?  Plug  the  headphones  into  charging  for  15  minutes  and you'll  get  another  2  hours  of  listening!  Any  of  your
fellow passengers ask you something? Thanks to wearing detection, the headphones detect whether you are wearing them - if you take
off one or both, they automatically pause the music and resume when you put them back on.
 
Touch panels
Both headphones feature touch panels that let you control playback, handle calls and switch between modes without having to reach for
your phone. Just touch the left or right panel a certain number of times and you'll call up the assigned function.
 
Top-quality sound
The NeoBuds Pro 2 headphones are certified for Hi-Res Audio, but also have LDAC and LHDC codecs, which ensure that the headphones
support  a  very  wide  frequency  response  of  20Hz-40KHz  (LDAC)  and  guarantee  fantastic  sound  quality  transmitted  via  Bluetooth.  The
built-in  Bluetooth  5.3  offers  a  stable,  interference-free  connection  so  you  can  enjoy  the  audiophile  experience  provided  by  the  space
sound with head tracking as well, which makes you feel as if no matter which way you turn your head, you are surrounded by compelling
realistic sound from everywhere.
 
Level conversations
Each headphone features 4 microphones with Enviromental Noise Cancellation (ENC), which reduces background noise while extracting
your voice so your interlocutors can hear you cleanly and clearly.
 
During workouts and on the go
The ambient mode is a fantastic solution for people who travel a lot and like to listen to music while waiting at the train station or airport.
This  mode  allows  you  to  simultaneously  enjoy  the  sound  of  the  songs  being  played  and  remain  aware  of  your  surroundings,  such  as
hearing announcements. Athletes and those who enjoy physical activities will also appreciate this feature, as it increases safety. What's
more, IP54 protection guarantees dustproofing and protection from sweat or rain.
 
Edifier Connect and a handful of additional benefits
Expand your capabilities with the Edifier Connect app! It gives you access to equalizer (EQ) functions, additional settings, the ability to
change  the  color  of  the  LEDs  to  8  different  versions,  and  more!  Of  the  additional  advantages  of  the  headphones,  they  have  TWS
mirroring function, which allows you to set any headphone as the main one, that is, the one keeping the Bluetooth connection. What's
more,  they  also  have  the  ability  to  connect  to  two  devices  simultaneously!  From now on,  you  can  effortlessly  switch  between  music,
movies or calls on 2 different devices. This gives you an unparalleled user experience.
 
Included
headphonescharging caseUSB-C charging cablecoveruser manualcaps of different sizes (XXS-XXL) x7 pairs
 
ManufacturerEdifierModelNeoBuds  Pro  2ColorblackBluetoothV5.3Bluetooth  protocolsA2DP,  AVRCP,  HFPBluetooth  range10  mNumber  of
connected devices simultaneously2Operating time with ANC on4h (headphones) + 12h (charging case)Operating time with ANC off5.5h
(headphones)  +  16.5h  (charging  case)Battery  capacity55mAh/3.85V  (headphones),  500mAh/3.7v  (case)Charging  portUSB-CCharging
time1h  (headphones),  1h  (case)Weight5.6g  (one  earphone),  49.2  (case)Audio  codingLDAC,  LHDC,  SBC,  AACDriversKnowles  Balanced
Armature  Driver,  10mmImpedance24ΩMicrophones8  (4  on  each  earpiece)Microphone  sensitivity-38dBFrequency
response20Hz-40KHz(LDAC), 20Hz-20KHz(SBC,AAC)Audio192kHz, 24bitProtection levelIP54Sound pressure level92dB
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Price:

€ 149.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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